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Abstract. Currently, much attention is given to the technological opportunities
and challenges that "Industry 4.0" entails. However, though the change towards Industry 4.0 is driven by technology, this industrial revolution is not
strictly technological. The human aspect of Industry 4.0 is still an emerging
field, and must be further researched if modern manufacturers are to reach
their full potential. While manufacturers have a high focus on modernizing
production processes, the accelerating automation and consequent increasing
complexity of tasks is not accompanied by the necessary support for the operator. This results in inefficiency and non-optimal use of workers’ capabilities
and potential. We argue that operators need technical support systems for increased situation awareness, to be able to efficiently handle an increased pace
and complexity of tasks. Our empirical evidence shows that this is not only valid for high-tech manufacturing, but can also be seen in "traditional" manufacturing. We use case studies from three Norwegian manufacturers to illustrate
how digitization is yet to reach the operator.
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Introduction

"In its scale, scope and complexity, what I consider to be the fourth industrial revolution is unlike anything humankind has experienced before" [2].
Although the change towards Industry 4.0 is driven by technology, this industrial
revolution is not strictly a technological one. Whenever the technical system changes
in the workplace, it has an effect in the social (or human) system, and vice versa [3].
In fact, work organisation is said to be one of the largest challenges with implementing industry 4.0 [4]. Despite this, the human aspects of Industry 4.0 are largely under-researched. The change towards industry 4.0 will likely result in an increase in
responsibility and authority of production for the operator, with a high degree of
autonomy [4]. As machines become smarter, the operators will also become responsible for the production as a whole, and not just a single machine [5]. Operators are
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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the manufacturing managers of the future, and will only delegate tasks to a higher
level in case of exceptions [5]. This increased autonomy emphasizes the importance
of operators ability to act on own initiative and organize own work [4]. Thus, we
argue that operators need comprehensive knowledge about their production processes, knowledge that is typically found at a managerial level and not shop floor
level today. In the area of maintenance there are some examples of systems providing information to shop-floor personnel [6, 7], but for support in daily operations
little has been done. Regardless of the work task being maintenance, production or
otherwise the overall challenge remains the same: The autonomous operator needs
assistance systems that aggregate and visualize information comprehensibly, to
make informed decisions and solve urgent problems effectively [5]. Operators
should be provided with decision support to match their new decision authority.
As manufacturing becomes ever more high-tech, the work content and required
skills for operators will change dramatically [8]. Industry 4.0 literature outlines how
the new work of the operator in manufacturing is expected to change towards having more responsibility for production and complex decision-making. As automation
eliminates repetitive, low skill work, the human role is changing from simpler manual
tasks to more complex decision-making [9]. The operator will reorganize, reconfigure, and maintain the system, and will have a key role in quality assurance [4, 9].
With the increasing complexity and
pace of production in the new
manufacturing reality, increased
situational awareness (SA) for the
operator is essential. SA is “the
perception of the elements in the
environment within a volume of
Fig. 1. - The three levels of SA [1]
time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their status in the near future” [10]. SA is
commonly divided into three levels of perception (see figure 1). In manufacturing, SA
is necessary for the operators to deal with a complex and unexpected situation in an
effective manner, namely to decide and act timely and appropriately [11].
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Method

As part of an on-going research project about highly automated and flexible manufacturing, the researchers have observed and participated in operators work in three
case companies. The research has been conducted following the participative tradition of action research. In action research, the professional researcher and the
stakeholders together define the problems to be examined, co-generate relevant
knowledge about them, learn and execute social research techniques, take actions,
and interpret the results [12].
To structure the case studies a topical framework for mapping was made, containing
both methodological descriptions of how the researcher were to conduct the stud-

ies, and which topics to investigate. The topics covered a broad spectrum of issues,
with the following headings: Production system, the team, quality, information and
communication, management. Data collection methods have been qualitative, with
a mix of observation, participation, unstructured and semi-structured interviews
[13]. Results of the initial mappings were gathered in a report and sent back to the
case companies for validation. When a set of problems were mapped and validated,
further workshops were held with operators and production management to discuss
the development and implementation of test cases of technical support systems for
operators to solve some of the identified issues. The development of such test cases
is still on going at the time of this paper.
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Case descriptions

All three case companies are Norwegian manufacturers, with several hundred employees and international markets. They have different levels of automation, from
high to low, and so we have named them accordingly: Robots In Line (RIL), Automated Machine Cells (AMC) and Pretty Manual Line (PML).
Robots in Line (RIL)
RIL has a highly automated production line, with robots doing most of the work. In
the department investigated, there are only two operators at the shop floor. Operators load/unload parts to the line, do quality measurement, maintenance, reconfiguration of the line, and solve errors. Even with advanced technology in production, the information flow to operators is still based on conversation, or manually
written media such as paper, e-mail or whiteboards. Operators receive most information by conversations with factory managers. Whiteboards are used extensively in
the factory, depicting a multitude of information including production and quality
performance. However, operators claim that the only information they actually use
from the whiteboards are production plans. Issues incurred during the shift is written by hand in a book, for the next shift leader to see, and for improvement work.
The case study revealed a multitude of issues relating to information flow at the
shop floor. However, in this large line with few operators, what the operators wanted most was a tool to provide an overview in production. Signal lamps dispatched
across the line are not visible from other parts of the line, and operators have to
constantly move along the line or rely on their hearing to know if there is a problem
– if it is too quiet, something is wrong. Operators want to be notified immediately if
there is an error in a machine, regardless of where they are when the error occurs.
They say this would reduce stress and unnecessary walking from having to "go and
check", and contribute to reduced downtime because of faster response to errors.
To be better able to plan their work short term operators would also like to know if
there is a low level in any of the feeders for input materials. This will eliminate
downtime resulting from the operator not seeing that feeders need to be restocked.
For simplicity with programming and installation, the company has chosen to display

the information on screens first. This is a cheap and quick solution, which allows the
company to test the usability of the information solution and re-design it to fit the
operators' needs.
Automated Machine Cells (AMC)
AMC's production is organized as functional cells, with a complex production flow.
Each machine is highly automated; once the program is started, machines perform
operations without interference from the operator. The operators' main tasks are to
load/unload items to the machine, start machines, change tools as needed, and
monitor machines in case of malfunctions. Operators receive information mainly
from other people in the factory, and from whiteboards and production notes.
Machine errors are an everyday issue at AMC. Signal lamps on the machines indicate
errors, but these lamps can only be seen if you are nearby. With daily machine errors, the response time to errors significantly affect machine downtime. Thus, the
operator needs to be nearby the machine in order to quickly detect and solve errors.
With long processing times in most of the machines, monitoring accounts for a large
part of operators' time, time that could be utilized better if the operator did not
have to remain nearby the machine. In addition to the lamps, operators also depend
on hearing to monitor machines. To increase operator mobility, operators need a
mobile solution providing the same situational awareness as sitting by the machine.
Such a mobile solution would allow the operator to move freely in the production
facility, enabling the operators to handle several machines at once, or to work in
teams. To achieve this, AMC has begun testing the use of smart watches for operators.
Due to numerous sources of variance, such as machine errors, each cell at AMC experiences large variations in production flow. Even the bottlenecks occasionally experience lack of work. To handle this, AMC has dedicated production coordinators
working in the factory. These coordinators keep track of in-house inventory and
progress in production. Although the coordinators do not have formal responsibility
for production, they are key decision-makers – making decisions about what to produce and when. Operators receive the information they need about production flow
from these coordinators, in addition to managers, and find the information from the
coordinator useful and important. Without the coordinators chaos would rise. Although coordinators make decisions in production, their main function is to collect
and analyse information. If operators were given appropriate information and decision support, coordinators would not be needed to organize flow. At a later stage,
AMC might try to dispatch such information to the operators' smart watches. However, the issue with the machine alarms currently holds higher priority and AMC is
experimenting with these now.

Pretty Manual Line (PML)
PML has a traditional production line. There is a low level of automation, with the
machines performing simple, single tasks. The operators main work is to perform
several manual tasks, such as to load products into the machines, run the machines,
manually add materials/parts to the main products, and move products between
different machines. The operators' main source of information is conversations with
the manager and process engineer. Each operator team also has a whiteboard, to
keep track of key information for their part of the production. Just as in the two cases above with more automated production, the flow of information at PML's shop
floor is not automated or digital.
Operators at PML relate to the daily production target for their part of the line, and
seemingly lack any information about the rest of production. PML's production area
is divided into several buildings, and it is difficult to have a complete overview of
production progress. It was only by chance we observed a key information channel
for value chain information to the operator; namely the forklift driver. Because the
forklift driver moves the products along the production line between buildings and
storages, the forklift-driver attains an overview of production and inventory status
across the whole production line. Thus, one can ask the forklift-driver about the
status in other parts of production. Operators at PML have done so to the extent
that it has become part of the driver's job to convey information between buildings.
This was discovered during our observation of production, as the forklift-driver
called out "8000" when entering the building – which turned out to be the number
of items in an intermediate storage. The information conveyed by the forklift-driver
helps operators to make decisions about when and where to dispatch batches.
Although the needed information might be available in the computer system, the
operators prefer to ask the forklift driver. This is partly due to a cumbersome computer system and partly due to lack of knowledge about what information exists in
the computer system. Asking the forklift-driver is the fastest option. Similar to RIL,
PML will run tests with displaying information on screens for the operators. The operators are heavily involved in the design process. In addition to machine alarms, the
screens will likely contain information that currently is written on whiteboards, and
information about production in other buildings.
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Analysis

Some common themes can be seen in the cases:
1.
2.
3.

The operators need for information about the production
The inability of current computer systems to deliver information to the operators
The emergence of local solutions to get the needed information

First, in all three cases we can see clear evidence that operators in fact need more
information than what is provided. Operators lack relevant, valid and updated in-

formation about the production system, and are completely dependent upon their
managers and others who decide which information is relevant to convey. After a
process of mapping what information the operators want most, the operators request support to increase their situational awareness (SA), a need that results from
the increase in automation and reduction of the number of operators in the factory.
To reduce downtime of machines, operators want to be notified immediately if there
is an error in a machine, regardless of where they are when the error occurs. At
AMC, a mobile SA support system can also facilitate the formation of operator teams
because it will allow the operators to move away from their designated machine
cells. It is likely that future operators will have to work in teams to solve complex
problems.
Although the three cases are at different levels when it comes to production technology, they are similar when it comes to how the operator receives information.
Even in the case of RIL with almost full automation, the information flow to operators is still based on conversation, or manually written media such as paper, e-mail
or whiteboards. Although information is largely digitalized and somewhat automated
at the managerial level, at operator level all three cases are in the "paper age". This
is not unique; a large survey done in 2016 in the Norwegian industrial sector shows
that in general digitalization is yet to reach the operator [14].
The second point is that although information systems exist with relevant information, operators do not use such systems to get information. In all three cases, the
operators have some access to IT-systems. The operator's relation to these IT systems is to feed information into the system, so others can get information. All the
case companies have various IT systems keeping track of production, with sensors
measuring status in real time. However, this information is used by managers and
process engineers, not operators. Most of the information that operators request,
such as notifications about stops, errors, and low levels in feeders, already exists on
some PLC system or a server, but is not available in real time to the operator. The
lack of information systems for operators is contradictory to requirements described
in Industry 4.0 literature. For instance, Herman et al. [5] argue that the autonomous
operator will require assistance systems to aggregate and visualize information
comprehensibly, in order to make informed decisions and solve urgent problems
effectively.
The main reason that operators do not use IT systems is because the systems are
made for managers. In addition, there are many different, disintegrated computer
programs in each company, and managers spend a lot of their time wrestling with
cumbersome user interfaces. To be useful, IT systems must be tailored to be people
that are to use it. As operators are key decision makers in production, operators
should be considered as the primary user of information systems in production [15].
In the case companies, the effect of involvement in information systems can be seen
from how operators use the whiteboards. At RIL operators say that the only information they actually use from the numerous whiteboards are production plans. At
PML the case is different – here the operators find the whiteboards very useful. They

have designed their own whiteboards, and are free to change them as they want to,
while at RIL the boards are company standard. In the same way that operators
should be able to create their own whiteboards, they should get to configure visualisation of their own digital information systems.
Third, in all cases we observe that some workaround has emerged to deal with the
lack of information. To convey information about production is not part of the forklift driver's job description, but a task that has emerged from an unsolicited need for
information. At AMC, they have operators "baby sit" machines in case of errors, and
the coordinator is manually collecting and analysing information to maintain production flow. At RIL, the operators solve their need for information simply by constantly
moving around in the production facility to check that everything is running smoothly. In all cases humans have stepped up to keep the crucial information flow going in
production. However, these solutions have obvious weaknesses. If the coordinator
at AMC or forklift driver at PML are absent, the operators are left "blind", or have to
spend time gathering information instead of maintaining productivity.
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Conclusion

We see technical support systems that increase the situational awareness for operators as a first, important step towards optimized Industry 4.0 manufacturing, and a
key to sustained competitive advantage in modern manufacturing. There is no doubt
that operators in the case companies have an unsolicited need for information, and
that the lack of such information is negatively affecting either productivity, or profits, or both. Existing IT-systems are not made for operators, and alternative information channels have emerged in production. There is a need for efficient managing
of information, where information is displayed to the user according to the user's
current needs [15, 16], to help operators deal with the increased amount and richness of communication. The highly motivated operators currently lack the information they need to be able to maximize their own productivity.
Element
Operator role
Task complexity
Required level of SA
Pace
Autonomy/ decision
authority
Responsibility
Information support

Current
Operator of machines
Medium
Level 1
High
Managed operators

Future (Industry 4.0)
Manager of machines
High
Level 2
Higher
Autonomous operators and teams.

Single machine
Made for managers

Whole production
Real-time decision-support for
operators
Table 1. Summary of elements that change with Industry 4.0

We have no indication that the three case companies are lagging behind the rest of
the Norwegian (or to the degree we know it, European) industry. Rather, we believe
this situation to be typical for all industry: Information systems are tailored to the

needs of management, and ignores the need for situational awareness for the operators.
The information solutions we have designed together with the operators are merely
at the first level of SA – the perception of element in current situation (see figure 1).
Our experience is that it is difficult to envision a future state of your own work, and
that is the reason for the low level of ambition in designing information systems. We
find that in most people's vision about the future factory, operators are mainly doing
the same task, but then on more than one machine at the time. In Industry 4.0 operators will take on tasks that are currently performed by managers. This means operators will need the information managers currently have exclusive access to, but
they will not have the same amount of time to find and analyse this information. The
operator is the future manager in manufacturing.
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